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REV. KIM YOUNG-HWI’s 

U.K. SPECIAL EDUCATION LECTURE 

22nd June, 2014 

REFLECTION by ROSEMARIE HOYT 

I find it hard to believe the amount of new energy, clarity, strength and 

optimism I feel.  

No Worries

After attending this Special Education Lecture, all my problems, worries, 

stress and weariness have gone – GONE!  Internally, externally - my mind 

& body, finances, health –Everything in every area of my life is improving. 

It is really quite a remarkable and unexpected blessing! 

Renewed 

After some difficult years, I feel renewed, uplifted and ready to move 

forward with a new sense of purpose, mission and confidence.  

Whirlwind 

For several days, I felt as if a whirlwind / tornado was all around me, and 

inside me - sweeping through my life. I felt as if I was being lifted up into 

the air, high above all the worries, stresses and struggles that had been 

weighing me down.   

Living Water 

I also had the experience of feeling as if I was being baptised - 

completely immersed, in a river of clear water. 

In the next moment, I was standing under a fountain that was gushing 

with bright clean “living” water. I felt thirsty and then totally filled and 

refreshed. A feeling of youthful joy and of being born again welled up 

within me.  
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Seven Days   ~ June 22ND -30th 

When I reviewed my activity of the last seven days, I was surprised at how 

much I had been able to accomplish after receiving such grace: 

 For Example: 

  

1. Organised a House Group Education Lecture for new members/ 7 day 

content graduates among my contacts and others  

2. Organised a House Group Education WFWP Lecture for longstanding 

contacts, relatives and friends  

3. Organised a weekly House Group Education Outreach Lecture for New 

Guests and contacts – 

4. Completed organisation of local WFWP event  

5. With my children, spring cleaned over half our house, windows, front/ 

back gardens  

6. Identified three new, “accessible” witnessing areas 

7. Worked on new witnessing leaflet designs 

8. Worked on Home group Invitations 

9. New Meeting Planning 

10. Counselling  

 

Heaven Calling 

But most precious of all these experiences has been the intense feeling 

deep within me, of being called and commissioned  by Heaven to comfort 

Heavenly Parents Heart.  

 

CONCLUSION 

To this, my conclusion is the following: 
 

With respect to True Parents ~ that: 

 

1. True parents are completely one with Heavenly Parent. 

2. True Parent experience Heavenly Parent’s sorrowful Heart as their own 

heart.  

3. True Parents cannot live as they please, have an easy life, take a 

holiday or rest, whenever they want. 
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With respect to myself ~ that: 

 

1. If I love Heavenly Parent & True Parents, my heart should be the same! 

2. If I love Heavenly Parent & True Parents, I should respond with urgency 

to Heaven’s call to Tribal Messiahship! 

3. If I love Heavenly Parent & True Parents, I should pursue Vision 2020 

vigorously! 
 

 Aju! 

   SPIRIT WORLD TESTIMONY   

 

 

The first thing I noticed was a bright light, behind Rev Kim.  

It looked like the sun but with broad very bright, silver-white rays. 

I could see a star, behind Rev Kim’s head and several inches above his head, 

was an oval shaped light.  
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The scene did not change until Rev Kim spoke about the spirit world. Then, I 

felt the atmosphere around me change and for a moment, It felt as if I was  

inside a huge bee-hive; connicle- shaped and vast with many layers from top 

to the bottom.  

As I looked up and to my right, I saw True Mother.  

She sat composed and listening to Rev Kim. I could 

sense that True Mother was not just listening 

passively, but with the heart of a mother who attends 

her child’s first recital - supporting Rev Kim and 

blessing him with grace and strength.   

 

As I am accustomed to seeing True Parents surrounded by many people, I 

was surprised that, here True Mother appeared alone. I wondered about this 

and thought, in my mind, “Where are all the people?” 

 

In the next scene, True Father appeared with True Mother. He was dressed in 

a beautiful, white suit - fit for a king!  The materials were exquisite. The suit 

was a light type of material and one shade of white.  The shirt was another 

shade of white and was made of a different material.  The tie was a vibrant 

silver/white pattern. Everything around True Father felt light and bright. Even 

the clothes seemed to be “alive”.  

 

True Father’s body appeared strong like one of those super-strong, heavy 

weight wrestlers ~ and his spirit reminded me of a TIGER - stealthy, clever, 

swift, agile, formidable and strong!  

 

The final scene appeared at the very end of Rev Kim's lecture.  
 

True Father’s face appeared almost as big as the stage. He was beaming -

with a huge smile across His face  

 

As the speech came to a close, True Father’s 

face grew bigger and BIGGER  until it 

EXPLODED into the room – much like one of 

those big fireworks that rise up and then 

explode with colour.  
 

True Father’s face rose ~ grew and “exploded" 

with BLESSING & JOY!       


